
Invited sessions organized by Italian Region-IBS members 

“The analysis of omics data from a statistical perspective: novel methods, challenges, and applications” 
organized by Claudia Angelini http://bioinfo.na.iac.cnr.it/angelini/CV.html 
 
 Learning gene association networks using single-cell RNA-seq data: an approach based on the zero-

inflated negative binomial - Davide Risso https://homes.stat.unipd.it/daviderisso/ 
 Penalized conditional logistic regression for data integration - Vera Djordjilovic 

https://www.unive.it/data/persone/23846255 
 Pencal: a method to predict survival from longitudinal and high-dimensional omic data - Mirko Signorelli 

https://mirkosignorelli.github.io/ 

 
“Multiple comparison issues in everyday practice” 
organized by Alessio Farcomeni https://economia.uniroma2.it/faculty/563/farcomeni-alessio 

 

 Comparing three groups - Jelle J. Goeman https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/staffmembers/jelle-
goeman#tab-1 

 Randomized and conditional p-values in replicability analysis - Thorsten Dickhaus http://www.math.uni-
bremen.de/~dickhaus/ 

 Flexible Inference in Multiverse Analysis - Livio Finos https://pnc.unipd.it/finos-livio/ 
 

Invited sessions of networking with other IBS regions, other Italian societies or 
international initiatives 

Eastern Mediterranean EMR-IBS and Spanish-IBS regions 
 

 Have you been tested for COVID-19? Understand the role of biostatistics in the birth of an in-vitro diagnostic test 
- Susana Pérez-Álvarez https://grass.upc.edu/en/People/susana-perez-alvarez 

 Predicting illness trajectory and hospital utilization of COVID-19 hospitalized patients - a nationwide study in 
Israel - Malka Gorfine https://www.tau.ac.il/~gorfinem/ 

 Machine-learning model for the early prediction of in-hospital death of covid-19 patients - Marika Vezzoli 
https://www.unibs.it/en/ugov/person/3606 

“Bridging Methodological Stats and Bio Stats for the 2020s challenges “ 
organized by Fulvia Mecatti and Paola Vicard on behalf of the Italian Statistical Society (SIS) 
https://www.sis-statistica.it/ 

 

 The role of statistical reasoning in epidemiological research: the Covid-19 emergency experience - Fabio Divino 
http://docenti.unimol.it/index.php?u=fabio.divino&l=en 

 Bias correction for underreported data: a Bayesian approach- Serena Arima https://www.unisalento.it/scheda-
utente/-/people/serena.arima 

 Optimal estimation of the sparsity index in Poisson size-biased sampling - Marco Bonetti 
https://faculty.unibocconi.it/marcobonetti/ 

 “STRengthening Analytical Thinking for Observational Studies (STRATOS) Initiative” 
organized by Federico Ambrogi on behalf of STRATOS https://www.stratos-initiative.org 
 

 Towards guidance for selection of variables and their functional forms - Willi Sauerbrei (on behalf of group 2) 
https://www.stratos-initiative.org/group_2 

 Causal thinking in medical statistics - Erica Moodie (on behalf of group 7) https://www.stratos-
initiative.org/group_7 

 Analysis of high-dimensional data: Opportunities, challenges and goals (provisional title) - Riccardo De Bin (on 
behalf of group 9) https://www.stratos-initiative.org/group_9 


